The Inaugural Australasian Conference for Neuroscience, Learning and Wellbeing
25 & 26 March 2019—Melbourne, Australia

Join Experts in Applied Neuroscience Presenting
Neuroscience Informed Practice in Schools

- The Neuroscience of learning and deep learning.
- Systems of learning in the brain – fear-based learning and thriving learning.
- Trauma, the brain and education – becoming a brain-based trauma informed educator/school.
- The brain, learning and wellness – a neuroscientific whole-school tool to enhance wellness and learning (Presentations from leading schools).
- Interactive learning with take home guidelines.

Professor Robyn Gillies
Professor University of QLD Queensland
Neurobiology to the Classroom: Implications for Teaching

Dr David Collins
Clinical Psychologist
Social Neuroscience in Schools: How Relationships Shape the Brain and Wellbeing

Thedy Veliz
Marriage & Family Therapist, MBA, MA California USA
Neurogenomics and teenage students - A relational approach to assisting the self-regulation needs of challenging young people at school.

Anne Southall
Dip Ed, GDSE, Dip Psychotherapy, Grad Dip Art Education, MEd (Special Needs) PhD candidate
Trauma informed pedagogies emerging through teacher reflection on practice

Rita Princi-Hubbard
Director IN-Ed
B. Psych(Hons), M.Psych(Clin), MAPS, MCCLP, MIACN (Cert)
The IN-Ed Model of Practice: Brain Based Learning in Action

Dr David Collins
Clinical Psychologist
Social Neuroscience in Schools: How Relationships Shape the Brain and Wellbeing

Rita Princi-Hubbard
Director IN-Ed
B. Psych(Hons), M.Psych(Clin), MAPS, MCCLP, MIACN (Cert)
The IN-Ed Model of Practice: Brain Based Learning in Action

Anne Southall
Dip Ed, GDSE, Dip Psychotherapy, Grad Dip Art Education, MEd (Special Needs) PhD candidate
Trauma informed pedagogies emerging through teacher reflection on practice

The In-Edition Model of Practice: Brain Based Learning in Action

Robert Rostolis
Principal, Diamond Creek East Primary School
Understanding what happens in students’ brains and how they can work proactively to foster their own wellbeing, resilience and learning potential

Jacqueline Reid
CPsychol, Assoc Fellow BPS, MAPS Team Leader Student Services Mental Health & Wellbeing—whose job is it anyway? How Trauma Informed Practice is changing Catholic schools in WA

Karen Ferry
Counsellor, Educational Consultant, Certified Neuropsychotherapist. When life throws curve balls! An educators guide to assist children who have experienced situations of loss.
Standard Rate .......................................................... GST included $875
Student Rate .......................................................... GST included $395

Standard Rate and Student Rate includes entry to all Presentations and Workshops, Morning Tea and Lunch daily

Title: ........ First: ....................... Last name ..........................................................

Profession .......................................................... Date: .........................

Organisation ........................................................................................................

Address: ..........................................................................................................................

Phone: ........................................ Mobile . .............................................................

Email: ............................................................................................................................

Dietary requirements: .................................................................................................

How did you hear about us? ............................................................................................

Card Number: .......................................................... Expiry Date .........................

Three digits on the back (CVV): ............... Amount AUD $ ................

Name on Card : ...........................................................................................................

Signed: .......................................................... Or EFT - Institute for Neuroscience and Education

BSB 105900    Acc 979791240

Terms and conditions, and Cancellation Policy available on the website - www.iN-Ed.com.au

Please Return to: admin@in-ed.com.au

INSTITUTE FOR NEUROSCIENCE AND EDUCATION, 441 Fullarton Road, HIGHGATE, South Australia 5063.

Contact: rita@in-ed.com.au or margot@in-ed.com.au